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Square Mile work in partnership with a number of asset managers to support their businesses
and marketing campaigns. Below are some examples of how we have worked with existing clients
through bespoke marketing initiatives.

Website promotion
Asset managers have used their websites to house videos, ratings logos and content from Square Mile as a way of providing third
party endorsement. Square Mile can work with you to help position this content or provide you with the imagery and videos – in
whatever format you require. Some examples include:
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1.

A featured fund webpage that includes a view from Square Mile alongside a Talking Factsheet video.

2.

Contribution to CPD articles, videos or webinars to provide an educational perspective.
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3.

A dedicated Square Mile webpage including Talking Factsheet videos and Talking With interviews

4.
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Providing fund and asset class views as part of a broader campaign.
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Email promotion
The Square Mile ratings are now widely recognised amongst advisers, so asset managers have used this as an opportunity to let
their clients and wider distribution list know their fund has received a Square Mile rating.
Below is an example of a bespoke email communication to highlight a new rating. We can also work with you to provide a quote
from one of the Square Mile research analysts to feature in these communications.

Social media
There is opportunity to work together to promote content via LinkedIn and Twitter. We have worked with asset managers to
share their content through our network, as well as giving them an opportunity to post about new Square Mile ratings through
their social media channels.
1.
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Promoting rated fund content through LinkedIn to enhance distribution to a wider network.
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2.

Participation in external events, promoted via social media channels.

PR support
Square Mile work regularly with trade press and national press to provide fund picks, commentary, articles and quotes. We
are also happy to support asset managers in providing independent commentary across various press publications, as well as
supporting launch announcements when new funds get rated.
1.
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Supporting placed articles in trade magazine through independent commentary.
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2.
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Press release to announce new Square Mile rating.
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These are just some of the ways that we have worked with asset managers to help
support their marketing campaigns. We’d be delighted to discuss how we may be able to
work with and support you.

Contact Us
Steph Bone						
Head of Marketing					
Stephanie.bone@squaremileresearch.com		
Eleanor Tickle
Marketing Manager
Eleanor.tickle@squaremileresearch.com

Important Information
This document is for the use of professional advisers and other regulated firms only.
It is published by, and remains the copyright of, Square Mile Investment Consulting and Research Ltd (“SM”). Unless agreed by
SM, this commentary may only be used by the permitted recipients and shall not be provided to any third parties. SM makes no
warranties or representations regarding the accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein. This information
represents the views and forecasts of SM at the date of publication but may be subject to change without reference or
notification to you. SM does not offer investment advice or make recommendations regarding investments and nothing in this
report shall be deemed to constitute financial or investment advice in any way and shall not constitute a regulated activity for the
purposes of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. This report shall not constitute or be deemed to constitute an invitation
or inducement to any person to engage in investment activity with any of the fund mangers featured. Should you undertake
any investment activity based on information contained herein, you do so entirely at your own risk and SM shall have no liability
whatsoever for any loss, damage, costs or expenses incurred or suffered by you as a result. The information in this report is
believed to be reliable but its completeness and accuracy is not guaranteed. SM does not accept any responsibility for errors,
inaccuracies, omissions or any inconsistencies herein.
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